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IS A CONCEPT A CLASS OF PARTICULARS HAVING ATTRIBUTES
IN COMMON ORJ40T?

jack R. Fraenkal
San FranciSco State University

This paper grew Out of{ a reaction to some conclusions

reached by Aumaugr in a 1981 paper regarding the nature and

teaching of concepts in the socfal udi s. Aumau._

clusions developed out of hi

studieS theorists hold the

particulars Having a charac

in common. his quoted Salyer

cons

bservation that many social

that a conc pt-ia a cladd of

'stic C f cherecteriati

s 1971 as an example to il

lustrte that the strateglesk,such theorists recommend for_

teaching concepts is basedion this view.2 These'strategied

usually-involved-having students dratinguish between examples

looking For the characteris-and non - examples of a. coricept by

tics-which the examples share in common..

By examininga number of both elementary and seco

social studies methods texts,Stanley c rmed Aumaug I

dbservbtion that many s-vial -.studies.theo idts do 'indeed view
cl

*

concept as a class of things, and that the basic way advoca-

tad to' go abbut teaching concepts is to help students Ceither

nductively or deductively] grpsp what are the key attributes

a particul. r thing has In common With other members .bf its'

olass.3 Recently published texts appear to bear out Stanley's

Findin6s-4

Aumau argued that this rather common y_accepted view

on8epts_ilet us call the "tradi nal" view) is an

su lcient.pne, and that trying to-get students to produce



t-

or identify) the attributes common to the instances of

co ept.is likely t6 be an u successful strategy for teaching

concepts. He instead oFfered qounterview, stemming from the

of Wittgenstein5 as to what concepts are, and then pre-

sented a general discussion of what this countorview requires

- with regard to the teaching of concepts. In brief, his main

points were the following:

a concept Is a term's use in the ,7-Tguage;

knowing a concept is knowing how to use the term

that expresses the concept correctly in the

language;

that being able to use a term correctly is knowing:

j how to use the term graMmatically;

2] what speech acts the term can be used to perform;

in what contexts the term can be used;

the logically legitimate ways of operating with

the utterances in which the term can occur;

which behavi

and which is no

involved in the use of the rm

6) how the term is similar and different in the above

Aumau e

uses from its' FaMily of terms' uses.-

went on to argue that teachers would be more

successful in teaching concepts if they would concentrate on

having students examine specific examples of the use of the term

expressi g the concept (the concept- label), rather than trying

to get them to cite the attributes which particular instances

of the concept have in common. In a more nt paper, he has



prese more de-

teahhing concepts

What I,Wsnt

Least in pert)

of this pep

above, but. I, do v

extent.

Aumau r atza

six-step strategy for

per is tp take issue [ at

iew. It is beyond the ,scope

oF'Aumaugsr.rts Points as '_sted

.d' the traditional view to some

"Con ept-te ms ere not always

ever] used to r fer to set of cases having a feature in

common,"13 basing this conclusion on Wittgens-teints,statement

that cdncepts "have rid one ttlind in°P mmon which makes us use

the Same word for all, but that they' are related to one another

in ?many different, ways"

; on. I think that Chis

.-
[italics in original].

9

is somewhat, misleading.

Upon reFleo-.

It depends

the kind of concept under consideration?' There are many

concepts which are'classiFicatory

have one [ or mOre) attributes shared by all memb

Blasi to which the 0 n -apt, reFe

concepts as "tourist," "cat,

'peopl

h nature, and thus which

the

s. For example, consider such

and ', -tax-" Are not all. tourists

aval For pleasure, yet who:live-elsewhere than

the place they are vlsiting at thie -o ent? 06 not all cats .

purr, have whiskers, elongated pupils,' and triangular shaped

ears? Are not all taxes compulsory payments to a government?

Let uS discus' the concept of tax in more detail. The.

Dic y of American Politics-offers the Following defini-

ti on "A tax 'la a compulsory payment`, made to government For

its support or For the reguld n or promotion of Certain social



P6rooses and levied according to law uniformly upon all tax-

payer=s a a give olass.10 Thus a tax certain kind of

(that:As, taxes are a part of a larger class of things

called paymens]. An important question, therefore,

-do taxes ,differ From other kinds dF payments? We

the Following diagram to illustrate this concept;

gategory

Major category - payments

Sub-category taxes

Attributes

1.' payment made to

levied according to law

levied uniformly upon all
taxpayers of a given class

how

ht use

purpose ie to support gov-
ernment, or

5. to regul t '-o-ial purposes,
or

S. to promote social pu pas

From this diagram, we can see that certain kinds of pay-

mantS4ualify as takes -while others do not. The additional

amount of money we pay when we purchase :certain products in

sore states s a tax (e.g., sales, liquor, cigarette tax

`That portion of our wages and salaries we must pay to our

FaHeral and State.governments each year is a tax [Federal and

State income taxes). Other kinds of payments, however, are

not taxes. Why aren't they? Because they do not possess all

of -he critical [essential')

possess

le ); but

ributes of a tax. They may

ome of the 6t_ ibutes C

y need

11

Fees are levied ac according

possess all of the essential attributes

qualify as the pertioulbr kind of payment we arc talking about.
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Or consider the concept of "game."

concept-from

if pm ticula

tgenstei

ekes this

as a primary exaMple that any

owhich a concept -label refers does not have

a.-single.attribute Cor set of attributes) in Oommbn. Basing

his argument an Wittgenateinls-statement that certain phenom-.
,

I .1

ena do nd have "one thing in common which makes-us :use the
c

..
.

.

.

t.-

Gape Word For- . they are related to one.an the in
2 ..

Many different way a, suggests that there is or are no

essential feature or features, characteristic or Character-
,

attribute or eMtribut which members of p concept..istics

have%in'comi4lon. Instead, there are similarities, relations
.

ships`, and a mhble series Of them at that. "-013 He iquOtes from

Wittgenstein .-s follows:

ConGider for'example the proceedings that we call
"games." I mean board-games, card-games, ball- games,
Olympic games and so on. What is common to them all?
-- Don't say: "There must be something common, or they
would not be called',gamesT" -- but look and see whether
there is anything-common to all. -- For if you look at
them you will notesee something that is common to all,
but similarities,relationships, and a whole Genies of
them 'at . . Lpok for exampI,T at board-games,
with their multifarious relationships. Now pass to
bard - games; here you find many correspondences with
the first group, but many common feature drop out,' and
others appear. When we pass net to ball- games, much
that is. common is retained, but ,much is lost. -- Are
they all 'amusing'? Compare chpss with noughts and
crosses. Or is there always winning and losing, or
competition. between players? Think of patience. In
ball7gemes therms is winning and losing, but, when a
child throws his ball at the wall and catches it again,
this feature. has disappeared. Look at the parts played
by skill ,and luck; and at the difference between skill'
in ohesS and kill in tennis. Think now of gamed like
ring-e-ring-alroses; here is the element of amusement,
but how many tither characteristic features have sap-
peered!. And we can go through the man;,, many cater; groups
of gaml in the same way; can see how similarities crop
up and disappear.

And the results of this ,examinat6m is: we see a



complicated network-of similarities overlapping and
crisscrossing; sometimes overall. similarities, som
=times similar4ities ref

thnk that this

at-1 if not rejected

defines a gaMe as

statement needs to be qualified some-

outright. Webst Ts New World Clic
amusement, or recreati

"a) any form. of 'play or Way of playing,/

b).any specific amusement or sport involving competition

ft,wnder specifi- rules; (c). any test of skill, courage, or'

endurance." This states, rather clearly think, that all

games possess a least these three characteristics in common:

a) they ate =a form of play, or way of playing; amusement;

recreation;

they involve competition under specific rules;

they are a test of skill, courage, or endurance.

Examination of one or .more specific games bears this out.

Consider the kinds of games which Wittge teih mentions

board games, card games, ball games, Olympic games. A -lose

look at. such games C g.,. Monopoly and chess, bridge
1

baseball; and soccer; skiing and throwilig the hammer),poker;

reveals thpt-these games do hve characteristics in common,

and these characteristics are those listed above, as taken

from Webste s Oictionary.

It is certainly possible that sdme instances of 0, oncept

may possess attributes in common in addition the essential

defining attributes (e.g., many games are played indo rs; many

games are played by only two persons, Many clue be played alone,
additional

Many, but not all, games have these/characteristics in

common. But the presence of such attributes is not esse 01

'to the concept. A game is- still a game even if it does not

-n;



possess any these additional att ibutes C if it NI

les in other attributes, such as the materials with which

the game is played).

dritical

Main attributes, however, are

they must be present for an activity to be called

a game. They are essential to the idea which the concept label

represents. The cOncept does not exist if any of these -

atributes is missing. An activity is not a game if it'is

not, at least!

) a form of'play or playing;

b) a form of competition under spe-ific rules;

c) a test of skill, courage, or endurance.

It is these characteristics which make up the essence of the

Concept of "game."

Aumau r then goes on to say that Wittgenstein's work

suggests that F we wish to teach the concept of game, we

"ought not set out looking for a- feature (or set of features)

that is commdn to all games. We ought, instead, to begin by

examining a variety of things called "games" totry she what-

features ea1hes, to see how in eaCh game these features

are- configured Ci. which Features are central aspects of

the game and which are not), and most importEi tly to see wheth-

er the Features of one game are, in fact, amor, the configure

tions of Features that constitute other games. In doing this,

will begin to "see a network of similarities and overlap-

ping and crisscrossing: sometimqs overall similarities, some-

times similarities bf detail."



Aumau er then suggests that this "network of simi-

larities" is quite different from set of features in com-

mon.' Under the "set- f featUres in common" view.for "game,"

Ale, and 0 would be considered' games' only if they all had

some thing Co- things) in common with one another that were

the same. It ie by virtue of this commorcattribute, or set

of attributes, that we can apply the term "game" to A,B,C, and

0. Under the "netwOrk of similarities" view of "game", how-

ever-, A ma' have something in common with B, and B may have

something in common with C, and C with 0, etc. , but there

may be nothing which A and B and C and 0 all have in common to-

gether the concept "game" is not "what is common to all

games, but instead -- at least in part -- is the network of

similarities and differences among the various things called

games."15

I See nothin- rong or harmful in doing as Aumau r sug-

9 -- that is, in examining a variety of cases to see wheth-

et- the roatures of one game are among .thee _ onfigurations of

features that Constitute other games. My concern is that

if teachers encourage students to do this with certain concepts

(those which are classificatory in nature) without getting them

to look For common attributes as well, students (depending on

their age, prior knowledge, and intellectual development) will

have trouble deciding if a particular activity is a gm

not they will have no basic reference point

or

use. This

might or might not --be a bed thing. It depends on wheth

10



the concert being taught does.or.does not have an attribute

or set of .attr= ibutes in common. If it does (and,aS l have

shown, many do), ms that it ,would be mLich simpler to

use the traditional thethod [example/non-e arnple comparison

looking For the presence of commontribut-s

social studies methods textbqoks,recom end.

To know what a game person must understand how-.
1-

games are different from other activities with which they

might be confused. And to acquire such amunderstandind,

or she must, at the very least, Understand that games possess

certain essential, attributes hereas.otheff activities, even

though they are -some oases quite similar to,games, are-

lacking in one or more of these attributes.

This ir not to say that 'Piero are riot other things a

teacher can do to broaden' a student's understanding of a cones

cop'7 And many of, these things involve the sorts of actiVi-.
k

tie% Aumau r Mies are especially'.has suggested, These activ

important with concepts that are not classificatory .in .nat6

Relational concepts, For ex a ple are us0-1Iy expressed quenti-
.

tativ ly. Thus the concept-of"population density" refers t

the relationship between the number of ppople living in an

area ompared to the size of the The concept here is n

the numerical quotient RIE.f se, but the insight into the

ship involved. What we are after is 'helping students to see

the relationship to understand that if thd,number of people

living in an area were to increase,, the den ity of thatarea
4

Would increase; whereas `if there are,the same number of people'



a, the'density of that area

cussion of illustrative cases, 'as Aumaug,s1

Dis-

uggests, is neces-

sary if studehts are to pr asp whaP such concepts mean.
.

. ,.

Furthermore, there are _many concepts :whit
.-

do not lend

-
themselves to =being defined` through the identification of

attributes -in- common. The, e are concepts whose att ibUte

tend to be vague or ambigOous (e.g., "society' or which

cannot even be formulated, yet which often we use as el-per

of our ever yda y discourse (a concept- ch as "importance

-is an example) . They are very hard to define (although opera-
. 1 7

tional definitions are often. helpful in th&s regard), yet sem-
.

A

tonnes using suoh concepts or terms representing them do have,

meaning for u. thus, when som on says "This id important_!'

wed<now'we are expected t- give it extra attention. For'

concepts Like these, I think that

sucgesti

6

make sense.

_genstein's and Au au

-he. Ftrst step in teaching classificatory concepts

[of which game is an example) As For the teacher and/or

-lerner to try and define what are:the essential,- the

caTtk,defining attr

the

butes of theconcept, so that there ip

a base_ point From which to work-, and then to try and pr i ida.

-etude ts with [or have them find) many examples which possess

those Characteristics, along with\stOdyingSimilar cases which

do -not possess them 'all the time making surethat' student's are

cl ar-

.4
ar e .

as to why the examples, and the- non--examples are what .they

Wh -her- or not certain essential attr ibutZPV9r airy given

apt is an, empirical. question. Ai W__ttgenstein suggests,

we should not say "there must be ss mething common,

would not be called 'gamethi- - but look:and See whether there

hay



is anyth ing 0 morr all. rtl6 Thus. whe ITlook and see',
_

at the concept 'gene," for .example oes appears -that

those things we ball games do indeed have certain features

in.:co mon. And it is thesa- fee -a, at a minimum, that
students need to learn and teachcr eed to teach.
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